
Bus Safety – Post-Primary Years 1-7

Be Smart, Be Safe, Be School Bus Aware



Walking to the bus stop

Mum and Skooter are teaching the children to Stop, Look and Listen



Behaviour at the Bus 

Stop

Make sure you have your 

bus money and/or pass

Stand in a queue away 

from the edge of the road

Do not play at the bus stop

When the bus arrives don't 

rush or push to get on the bus



Wait for the bus to stop and 

always let passengers off first

Line up in a queue

Don't push or shove

Use the handrail

Take your seat

Fasten your seatbelt (if there is one)

Boarding the Bus
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Behaviour On The Bus -

Discussion



Behaviour On The Bus

Don’t distract the driver

Don't push or shove

Store your bag safely

Never throw things on the bus or out the windows

Never play with safety equipment onboard the bus

Give your seat up for elderly and disabled people



Getting off the bus

Stand behind the driver when 

waiting to get off the bus

Never walk in front of 

or behind a bus

Wait until the bus has gone 

and find a safe place to cross



Remember the following rules & 

travel safe

1. Signal – if you need to let the 

driver know you want on the bus

2. Stand back from the kerb until the 

bus has stopped and the door opens

3. Allow any passengers to get off

4. Don't push or shove

5.  Sit down and always wear your 

seatbelt where one is provided

6. Store your bags safely

7. Don’t distract the driver

8. Give your seat up for the elderly 

and disabled 

9. Wait until the bus has stopped 

before removing your seatbelt and 

leaving your seat

10. Never walk out in front of, or 

behind, the bus


